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ABSTRACT

FEATURES OF DIFFUSION FLAME BEHAVIOR NEAR COLD

CHEMICALLY INERT SURFACES

By

Balachandar Varatharajan

Features of diffusion flames near cold chemically inert surfaces are examined using a

model problem, which takes two-dimensional diffusion and convection into account. The

objective is to understand the structure of the region near the diffusion flame tip. Numeri-

cal simulations show that the mass fraction profiles exhibit distinct behavior in the mixing,

triple flame, and the diffusion flame regions. It is also noted that mass fraction contours

form a good approximation to the premixed flame arcs of the triple flame near the triple

point. The stoichiometn'c premixed flame tip postulate for diffusion flame tips has been

analyzed in detail. Numerical results show that this postulate is true for lifted flames while

the behavior for attached flames is complicated. Finally a limiting case of the model prob-

lem with applications in flame spread theory is analyzed and a pseudo-exact solution is

presented for the heat flux to the cold fuel.
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NOMENCLATURE

Constant that specifies loci of constant Pep

Specific heat at constant pressure

Mass diffusivity
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Divider thickness

Pre-exponential factor, P = or
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Peclet number, P8 = Ul/(1

Flow rate, 1td2/4

Heat flux, q = BH/Bn = 81/311

Universal Gas constant



Radius, r = sz + y2

Premixed flame speed
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Ambient (cold-wall) temperature

Flame temperature

Oxidizer velocity

Nozzle exit velocity

Velocity in the y-direction

Horizontal coordinate

Vertical coordinate
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Mixture fraction at y —> oo (see Equation (21))
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Tangential plane



Greek

0: Thermal diffusivity, CL = —k——
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a0 Enthalpy ratio, a0 = 1 - To/Tf

B Zeldovich number, [3 = aoE/RTf

8 VariableinEquation (11), 8 = Y,—Y,F

A Difference between inert species in the oxidizer and fuel stream,

A = YIO " YIF

7] Normalized streamwise coordinate

6 Angle (see Figure 25)

71.,- Sensitivity coefficient

p. Function defined in Equation (20)

y Stoichiometric coefficient

§ Normalized transverse coordinate

xi Variable corresponding to ‘i’ (see section 3.1)

p Density

1 Normalized temperature, I = (T - T0)/(Tf — T0)

‘1) Overall Stoichiometric ratio, 4) = yYFF/Yoo
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(1) Dimensional reactivity, (i) = pAY0YFe RT
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Abbreviations

DF
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PF

P1

00

IF

IO

Diffusion flame

Fuel stream

Premixed flame

Postulate

Oxidizer stream

Inert species in the fuel stream

Inert species in the oxidizer stream



INTRODUCTION

_ The behavior of diffusion flames(DFs) near cold chemically inert surfaces is not

clearly understood. The combustion literature contains references to such problems that

are being increasingly analyzed using the concept of tribrachial or “triple” flames. Triple

flames are thus named because they are made up of a fuel rich and a fuel lean premixed

flame arc, both of which are attached to a long trailing diffusion flame. When non-pre-

mixed fuel and oxidizer are blown into a channel, they undergo a mixing process. When

the local temperature is high enough, they ignite, which results in a triple flame. The

objective of this thesis is to analyze, using numerical and analytical techniques, the solu—

tion of a well-posed problem that will reveal the structure of such triple flames. This will

in turn lead to a better understanding of BF behavior near cold chemically inert walls.

Background

A knowledge of the structure of triple flames will enhance the fundamental under-

standing of at least the following physical problems: Flame spread over solid fuels, flame

attachment to a cold wall between two streams of reactants - the splitter plate problem,

flame attachment in a bunsen-burner, flame propagation in stratified air mixture, droplet

ignition by a hot surface, and flame prepagation in a combustion chamber. The structure of

a typical triple flame is shown in Figure 1, which shows the fuel rich and fuel lean PF arcs

along with the trailing DF arc. The point at which these three arcs meet is called a Triple

PointCI’P).

Initial efforts to understand this structure were mainly experimental. Later, with the



advent of high activation energy asymptotic methods, the efforts shifted to theoretical and

numerical analysis. But the emergence of Direct Numerical Simulations(DNS) shifted the

emphasis more towards the numerical methods. The following will be a brief review on

the above efforts. This literature review is centered around the contributions of H. Phil-

lips, De Ris, J. Dold, A. Lir‘ian et a1 and I. Wichman[1-10].

Triple flames were first experimentally observedgby H. Phillips [1] while analyzing a

model for methane layers near the roofs of coal mine shafts. In that paper he assesses the

likelihood of a roof layer of methane initiating a coal dust explosion by studying how the

speed of the flame depended on the distribution of gas in the layer and the Stoichiometric

burning velocity of methane-air mixture. Using the principles of dimensional analysis, he

designs a model which produced a propagating triple flame. Based on the experimental

measurements he concludes that the speed of a flame depended only on the burning veloc-

ity of the Stoichiometric mixture and is independent of the quantity of fuel and the concen-

tration gradient at the interface. Though triple flames were photographed and aspects of it

measured, there was no theoretical explanation given for such dependencies.

Triple flames also appear in the flame spread literature. The structure of difl‘usion

flames near cold, chemically inert walls is of fundamental importance in the study of flame

spread over solid fuels. A typical flame spread process is illustrated in Figure 2 where a

diffusion flame propagates into an opposing flow of oxidizer. Near the leading edge of the

spreading flame, the diffusion flame cannot survive because of the heat losses to the cold

fuel and also to the sides. This small region should control the flame spread process

because unlike premixed flames difl‘usion flames do not have propagation characteristics.

Thus, if the flame is to have a spreading velocity, the leading edge should exhibit premixed



flame behavior. This mechanism is explained clearly by De Ris in his thesis [2] on flame

spread as follows:

“Near the cold wall there will be threeflamefronts. As a cool reactant dzfi‘usesfrom its

source to theflame, it will be mixed with a smaller amount ofthe opposite reactant

which has dzfiused between theflame and the cold wall. When these reactants reach the

ignition temperature, they will react along the secondaryflamefront until one ofthe

reactants has been consumed. What remains ofthe other reactant will drfi‘use toward

the mainflamefront.”

In his model, however, he neglects such flames by assuming that the ignition tempera-

ture of the hot gases is lower than the vaporization temperature of the solid fuel. This

forces the diffusion flame tip to lie on the surface of the fuel and thus eliminates the triple

flame and any other flame structure there.

The first theoretical analysis of triple flame structure was by Dold [3]. Dold examines

the structure of slowly varying triple flames under the assumption of low heat release and

shows that the triple flame propagation speeds depend on the transverse mixture fraction

gradient and are bounded above by the maximum adiabatic laminar flame speed. Hartley

and Dold [4] later analyze the problem for rapidly varying flames, since the expansions

given in Dold’s paper do not hold for large mixture fraction gradients and when the radius

of curvature of the premixed flames is of the same order as the thickness of preheating

regions of the PF. When they are of the same order, they find that the propagation speed is

still positive. In a separate paper Dold shows that the propagation speeds become negative

only when the radius of curvature is very small, as in strained flows, thereby predicting

Bray et al’s numerical results which were to appear later. Dold also explains the use of tri-

ple flame theory to turbulent flame theory. In a non-premixed system, when the strain rate

is very high, the difiusion flame sheet ruptures leaving a “hole” in the flame sheet. This



leads to two-dimensional laminar triple-flamelet theory. Such a model can be used to pre-

dict the dynamical response of a hole in a diffusion flame to a flow field.

A. Lir‘ian [6] made a major contribution to diffusion flame structure by exploiting the

high activation energy asymptotics to reveal the various regimes. Lir‘ian initially restricted

his analysis of diffusion flames to one-dimensional models, which do not result in triple

flames but reveal fundamental features of difl’usion flames like ignition and extinction lim—

its. But Lifian and Crespo [7] later studied the asymptotic structure of unsteady, but one-

dimensional diffusion flames formed by simultaneous mixing and chemical reaction of

two reactant streams. Ignition occurs by means of a thermal-runaway process and subse-

quent combustion takes place due to a deflagration wave propagating from the ignition

point until they cross a Stoichiometric surface where a diffusion flame is created. To sim-

plify analysis, Liflan and Crespo assume that upstream conduction and difiusion are negli-

gible. The premixed flames cannot exist after the initial ignition period and they are

extinguished leaving behind the reaction products, and the reactant in excess resulting in a

diffusion flame separated by two equilibrium regions. As noted correctly by Dold, their

simplifying assumption is only valid if the velocity of the reactants leaving the splitter

plate is much greater than the Stoichiometric adiabatic premixed flame speed.

Bray et al [5] analyzed the flame propagation in laminar mixing layers taking into

account the two—dimensional nature of the triple flame problem. In this paper a theoretical

model is presented for analysis of structure of triple flames in a strained mixing layer

which arises in the counterflow configuration. Their numerical sirriulations give the struc-

ture and pr0pagation velocities of triple flames for various strain rates. They show that

when strain rate increases - caused by a reduction in Damkohler number - the propagation



velocity decreases, and at large strain rates the propagation velocites even become nega-

tive with an extinction front propagating along the diffusive interface rather than a front

that initiates combustion.

Vervisch et a1 [8] analyzed the effect of heat release on triple flames in partially pre-

mixed flows. Their numerical simulations of laminar mixing layers with a uniform

approaching field confirm the decrease in PF speed with increasing transverse mixture

fraction gradient. Heat release also increases the triple flame speed by redirection of the-

flow in front of the flame. This article also presents some scaling laws that determine

flame speed in terms of density change for small transverse mixture fraction gradient.

Most of the above work dealt with flames that were far away from celd walls and thus

were not affected by physical boundaries. Mchman [9] studied the quenching of a diffu-

sion flame near a cold wall in which the multi—dimensionality of the problem is taken into

account. Using high activation energy asymptotic methods he shows that the functional

form of the quenching distance is identical to that obtained by one-dimensional analysis

except for a multiplicative factor. In a separate article [10], he analyzes the generic fea-

tures of triple flame structure and speculates several possible flame shapes. In this thesis,

the model problem examined by Wichman will be studied in detail to reveal the generic

features.

Motivation

Though triple flames as noted above were discovered in the early 19605, their structure

has yet to be sufficiently understood. The analysis of the structure is complicated because

near the leading edge the governing equations exhibit elliptic behavior, thus making it dif-

ficult to apply the powerful analytical techniques that can be applied in the case of para-



bolic problems. The general belief that a clear understanding of the structure of the triple

flame region may aid us in building better models describing several physical phenomena

served as the basic motivating factor for this thesis. Towards this goal we shall analyze the

structure of triple flames using the numerical results of an elliptic model with convection

and two dimensional diffusion. First some of the features that have been analyzed by

Wichman [9-10] will be established on a sound footing. This will reveal some of the

generic features about the behavior of primary variables, like temperature and mass—frac-

tion, and Schvab-Zeldovich variables, like mixture fraction and excess enthalpy, in the

mixing region.

The engineering importance of determining the propagation speed of a triple flame

served as the second motivating factor. A knowledge of this quantity will aid us in calcu-

lating the optimum speed at which fuel should be blown past a bumer such that both blow-

off and explosion can be prevented. Consequently many researchers have postulated

Stoichiometric premixed flame tips and constructed their experimental analyses and theo-

retical models on the consequences of this postulate. But there are instances in which this

assumption might not hold. A partial explanation of the scope and limitations of this pos-

tulate will be given by analyzing a simplifying model problem and measuring the velocity

into the triple point and comparing it with the Stoichiometric PF speed.

In flame spread problems, the heat flux to the fuel is an important quantity since it aids

in the selection of fuels. Some existing models predict an infinite heat flux to the solid

fuel, which is unrealistic. A realistic estimate of this heat flux andits’ engineering impor-

tance served as the third motivating factor. For this purpose, a limiting case of the model

problem is considered and the exact solution to the excess enthalpy field is derived. An



expression for the heat flux to the fuel is derived using this solution, which depends on two

parameters. Combining numerical results we are able to obtain a complete expression for

the heat flux.

Outline

The thesis is organized into five chapters. The first chapter explains the mathematical

model along with the assumptions used.

The second chapter explains the generic and reaction independent statements that can

be made using the above mathematical model and a finite difference solution. The conver-

gence characteristics of the numerical code used are also presented in this chapter.

The velocity entering the triple point has been postulated to be equal to the premixed

flame speed. A kinematic analysis of the mixture fraction field is performed and a formula

is derived for the velocity into the triple point. This velocity is compared with the pre-

mixed flame speed to analyze the conditions under which this postulate holds.

The fourth chapter discusses a limiting case of the model described in Chapter 1. In

this case the cold wall covers the whole channel and an exact solution is available for the

symmetric flame. Using this solution a pseudo-exact expression for the heat flux to the

fuel is derived.

The fifth chapter summarizes the major results and conclusions of this study.
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CHAPTER I

The Model

In this chapter, the mathematical model that will be examined in the succeeding chap-

ters is formulated with the governing equations, assumptions and boundary conditions.

While three limiting cases of the model will be examined in this thesis only the most gen-

eral form will be discussed in this chapter.

1.1 Describing Equations

Consider the case of a fuel and an oxidizer stream flowing past a divider into a channel

as shown in Figure 3. We shall assume a non-premixed system, so that the fuel and oxi-

dizer come into contact only after they flow past the divider. In a small region close to the

divider, the fuel and oxidizer mix together and ignite when the temperature is sufficiently

high, resulting in a triple flame consisting of two premixed flame arcs and a long thin trail-

ing diffusion flame are. This describes a typical splitter-plate problem which will be used

for examining diffusion flame structure near cold walls.

The equations used to model the above problem are the conservation equations for a

multi-component, chemically reacting system namely, the mass, momentum, energy and

species conservation equations, which have been tabulated in reference [11]. The follow-

ing assumptions will be applied to the above equations.

10
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° The flow is steady, one-dimensional, inviscid and uniform throughout the flow field.

The momentum equation with the above assumptions just states that the pressure will

be constant in the domain.

0 The body forces are absent. Subsequently there will be no buoyancy or vorticity in the

flow.

0 The radiative heat flux, Soret and Dufour terms are negligible in the energy equation.

0 A one step irreversible reaction - F + v0 —> (1 + v)P + heat - will be assumed. For

the reaction rate a simple Arrhenius expression will be used.

0 The overall specific heat capacity and the mass diffusivity are constant.

0 The diffusion velocities obey Fick’s law.

0 The molecular weights of fuel and oxidizer are equal.

0 The Lewis number, which is the ratio of thermal to mass diffusivity, is unity.

With the above assumptions the species and the energy equations can be written as fol-

lows.

BY,- (,5

v— = DV2Y ——, 1.1.1)

3y F P (

8Y0 a,

v— = mm —7—, (1.1.2)

By 0 p

(i)

v-g—Z = aV2T+ZF—, (1.1.3)

y PCP

where

-15.

In the above equations v is the velocity in the streamwise direction, YF and Y0 represent
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the mass fractions of the fuel and oxidizer respectively, T is the temperature, 7 is the sto-

ichiometric coefficient, a is the thermal diffusivity, D is the mass difiusivity, p is the

density, E is the activation energy, R is the Universal Gas Constant, and A isthe fre-

quency factor.

1.2 Boundary Conditions

The model will be complete only when the boundary conditions for the fuel and oxi-

dizer mass fractions, and the temperature are specified. The porous lower walls of the

channel are capable of admitting a convective and/or diffusive influx of the corresponding

reactant. To the left of the divider there will be only oxidizer, and to the right there will be

only fuel. In other words, the left side porous wall destroys any fuel that comes into con-

tact with it and the right side porous wall destroys any oxidizer that comes into contact

with it. This makes the respective mass fractions on the either sides of the divider

approach their reservoir values.

The sides of the channel are also porous and they can admit only a diffusive influx of

oxidizer or fuel. The mass fractions on the left and right walls are also maintained at their

reservoir values.

Far downstream, the gradients of all variables in the flow direction vanish. In this

region the problem is truly one-dimensional and only a diffusion flame exists in this

region.

The divider surface will be assumed to be inert, so that the gradients of the mass frac-

tions will be zero. Thus Dirichlet boundary conditions are specified on the porous walls
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and Neumann conditions on the divider surface.

All the walls of the channel and the divider surface will be maintained at a temperature

To. The equations and the boundary conditions in physical coordinates are shown in Fig-

ure 3.

1.3 Nondimensionalization

Since it is difficult to deal with the equations in the physical coordinates, they shall be

nondimensionalized. The streamwise and transverse coordinates will be normalized by

the half width L of the channel. The flow velocity will be normalized by the characteristic

diffusion velocity D/L. The fuel and oxidizer mass fractions can be normalized by their

corresponding reservoir values 1’00 and YH- . The temperature excess (T — To) will be

normalized by the greatest possible temperature excess (T — Tf) , where Tf is the adia-

batic flame temperature. When the above equations are normalized in the manner

described above several nondimensional groups appear; the enthalpy ratio a0 , which usu-

ally varies over a small range; the nondimensional activation energy also called as the Zel-

dovich number B . It depends on the value of a0 and is usually assumed to be large; the

Damkohler number Da . It is the ratio of flow time to chemical reaction time.

It can be seen that the system of equations shown in Figure 3 is highly nonlinear.

Instead of solving three nonlinear equations simultaneously it will be easier to use the

Schvab-Zeldovich procedure to derive two coupling functions. This will reduce the num-

ber of nonlinear equations to be solved from three to one although, two more linear equa-
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tions equations need to be solved. The first coupling function will be the mixture fraction

variable, which involves only the mass fractions of the fuel and oxidizer. It is defined as

follows:

_ ‘l’yF'l'l-YO _

¢+1 (l‘sz’F'l'Zfa-ycfl,
(1.3.1)

 

where Zf is the value of the mixture fraction when yF and yF both equal zero and o is

the overall Stoichiometric ratio. The second coupling function will be the excess enthalpy

coupling function, which involves the mass fractions of both fuel and oxidizer and also the

temperature. It is defined as follows:

H: t+y0+yF—l. (1.3.2)

The conserved scalars Z and H result in two linear Helmholtz equations, which along

with a nonlinear equation can be used to obtain the solution for the temperature and mass

fraction fields. The complete system of equations along with the boundary conditions is

shown in Figure 4 in terms of the two coupling functions.

1.4 Limiting Cases

We shall refer to the model described above as Model A. Two limiting cases of the above

model will be used in this thesis.

1.4.1 Model B - Infinitesimal Divider

In this model, the thickness of the divider approaches zero. The boundary conditions on

the three sides of the channel become Dirichlet in character. This model will be used in
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CHAPTER II for examining the effects of divider and also in for the evaluation of the sto-

ichiometric flame speed hypothesis. This model is discussed in CHAPTER III.

1.4.2 Model C - Large Divider

In this model, the thickness of the divider approaches the channel width and the convective

flow is absent from the bottom of the divider. The governing equations reduce to Laplace

equations for the coupling functions. This model is used to analyze the heat flux signa-

tures. This model is discussed in CHAPTER IV.

1.5 Numerical Code

The numerical code to the general problem (Model A) was developed by Dr. B.

Ramadan. This code solves the model using finite differences and the SLOR iterative

method. The input to the code will include the grid information, Damkohler number Da,

enthalpy ratio «0 , activation energy B , convective flow Pe, stoichiometry (1) , and the

relaxation parameter. The code solves for the mixture fraction Z, temperature 1: , and the

excess enthalpy fields. From this the mass fraction fields can be calculated using relations

equations (1.3.1) and (1.3.2).

In the succeeding chapters we shall use the numerical code to understand the features

of diffusion flame behavior near cold walls.
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CHAPTER H

GenericStatements

2.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the model problem formulated in CHAPTER I (Model A) shall be ana-

lyzed theoretically and numerically in order to understand the generic features of triple

flames.

In section 2.2 we shall study the solutions of the temperature, mass fractions, mixture

fraction, excess enthalpy, and reactivity fields obtained using the numerical code for both

the symmetric and unsymmetric flame configuration. Then the qualitative behavior of the

mass fraction profiles, in the three regions formed when fuel and oxidizer are blown past

the divider, will be analyzed.

In section 2.3 we shall identify the various parameters in the model and study their

influence on the solution. A convergence analysis on the numerical code for the excess

enthalpy field is also presented.

Then in section 2.4 we shall examine the behavior of the primary and Schvab—Zeldov-

ich variables along the contours of constant Z, yo, yI,- , and t. This leads to some simple

difiemnfial relations between these variables. Although these relations served only as a

check on the numerical code, they are useful as a generic result and may serve as tools for

arguments that might be developed in the future. These relations are listed in this thesis

after numerical verification.

l8
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Most of the afore-mentioned differential equations are valid only when the excess

enthalpy field is identically zero throughout the domain. This situation occurs when the

divider is infinitesimally thin or when the assumption of an adiabatic divider is made.

When the divider is isothermal and hence, cold, the excess enthalpy field is non-zero and I

the above relations do not hold. We shall try to understand the influence of the enthalpy

field on the model problem in section 2.5. The enthalpy field is found to be negative on the

surface of the divider. Physical intuition backed with theoretical analysis and numerical

results will be used to establish this aspect.

Near the triple point, the fuel and oxidizer isoplexes have been hypothesized to coin-

cide with the two arcs of triple flame. This hypothesis, if true, can lead to a variety of

flame shapes as explained in [10]. The validity of this hypothesis shall be examined for

both symmetric and unsymmetric flames section 2.6

Finally, the main conclusions of this study are listed in section 2.7.

2.2 Numerical Solution of the Model

The model problem shown in Chapter 1 was solved numerically for the mixture frac-

tion, mass fractions, temperature and reactivity fields. The solution contours of

Z, 1:, yo, y]: and H are shown in Figure 5 for a symmetric flame and in Figure 6 for an

unsymmetric flame. We shall examine each of these contours separately.

The mixture fraction contours (top left) give the location of the diffusion flame.

Depending on the stoichiometry, the diffusion flame lies along the various Z—contours. For

a symmetric flame, the difl‘usion flame lies along the line Z = 1/2 . For the unsymmetric
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flame ((1) = 2) shown in Figure 6 the diffusion flame lies along the line Z = l/3. We

note parenthetically that the value of Z varies from one on the fuel side to zero on the oxi-

dizer side. Far from the exit plane the Z-contours are parallel, thus emphasizing the fact

that the far-field problem is truly one—dimensional.

The reactivity contours (top right) show the location of the triple flame which is identi-

fied by two arcs of PF and a long trailing DF. The triple point is identified by the point of

maximum reactivity. From this figure, we can see that the flame quenches at a certain

height above the cold wall. For the unsymmetric flame configuration, the reactivity con-

tours are shifted to one side or the other depending on the stoichiometry. Also, near the tri-

ple point, the mass fraction contours (bottom left) produce a characteristic shape

identifying thetriple flame. For the symmetric flame, the fuel and oxidizer mass fraction

contours are a reflection about the axis é = 0. This can be explained in terms of the equa-

tions for the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions given in Chapter 1, which become identical

when 7 = 1 . The mass fraction contours also become parallel in the far-field. The mass

fraction contours for the unsymmetric configuration are no longer a reflection about the

g = 0 axis. The excess enthalpy contours (bottom right) show that there is a drop in the

enthalpy values on the surface of the divider suggesting that the divider acts as a heat sink.

The excess enthalpy field will be analyzed separately in Section 2.5.

Numerical results show that there exist three distinct regions where the above solutions

show distinct behavior. As the fuel and oxidizer leave the exit plane, they undergo a mix-

ing process; consequently, there is a mixing layer near the exit plane. In this region, the

solution of the problem is irreducibly two-dimensional. In the triple flame region that fol-

lows the mixing layer, the problem is still two-dimensional with the chemical reaction.
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But the diffusion flame region, which follows the triple flame region exhibits one-dimen-

sional behavior. The three regions will be analyzed using the fuel and oxidizer mass frac-

tion values at increasing distances from the divider.

2.2.1 Mixing Layer

In this layer, the non-premixed fuel and oxidizer undergo a mixing process. Hence, the

gradients of fuel and oxidizer mass fractions in the é-direction are very high in this layer.

The flame is not established until the fuel and oxidizer have mixed together to a certain

degree, which depends on the chemical reaction time and hence on the Damkohler num-

ber. Figure 7 shows the oxidizer mass fraction values for a symmetric flame at increasing

distances from the exit plane. The solid line and the dotted line correspond to the profiles

in the mixing layer at different distances from the exit plane. We can see that the mass

fraction values tend to approach the frozen flow distribution in the beginning of the mixing

layer. At the exit plane (11 = 0) the gradients in the fi-direction are maximum on the two

sides of the divider. This is because of the boundary conditions imposed on the Yo field.

These distinct maxima (M1 and M2) approach each other to merge into a single maximum

(M3) in the mixing layer, slightly downstream of the exit plane. From the figure, we can

also see that the peak of this maximum value drops with subsequent increased mixing.

Thus the gradients undergo a process similar to relaxation in the mixing layer. After this,

the triple flame region is formed and the mass fraction profiles exhibit a qualitatively dif-

ferent behavior.
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2.2.2 Triple Flame Region

In this layer the fuel and oxidizer react establishing a propagating premixed flame. In

Figure 7, the oxidizer mass fraction values and its gradient in the fi-direction in the triple

flame region are representd by dot-dashed lines. The yo profile in the fuel-rich region has

a local maximum (T1), which was absent in the mixing layer. The gradients of yo show

the presence of two extrema (one of which is a minimum - T2, while the other is a maxi-

mum - T3) in contrast to the single maximum observed in the latter half of the mixing

layer. Also this is the only region in which the mass fraction gradients have opposite signs.

Our simulations show that the distance between the extrema increases in the triple flame

region. Thus these extrema should correspond to the fuel-rich and fuel-lean arcs of the tri-

ple flame. As we move further away from the exit plane we enter the diffusion flame

region.

2.2.3 Diffusion Flame Region

In this region, the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions are zero on the fuel-lean and fuel-

rich sides respectively. In Figure 7, the dashed lines represent the yo profile and its gradi-

ent in the diffusion flame region. The yo profiles do not exhibit the local maximum that

was present in the triple flame region, while the gradients show the presence of a single

inflection point (I) at the location of the diffusion flame. From the gradients of the fuel and

oxidizer mass fractions at the inflexion point, we can obtain the fuel and oxidizer con-

sumption rate at the DF. This region is not of much importance to us since the structure of

laminar diffusion flames is well understood. We shall therefore focus our attention on the
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mixing layer and the triple flame region.

2.3 Influence of Parameters on the Solution

We shall identify the major parameters in the model and examine their influence on the

solution.The parameters in the model are: enthalpy ratio a , normalized activation energy

or Zeldovich number B , Damkohler number (or the pre-exponential factor), divider thick-

ness 1d, and the flow rate Pe . The first three parameters appear in the Arrhenius reactivity

term and can be classified as chemical parameters; Id appears in the boundary condition

on the exit plane; and Fe appears in the governing differential equation. We shall examine

the effect of each of these parameters on the solution separately.

2.3.1 Effect of Chemical Parameters

The chemical parameters in the model are or, B, and Da. The enthalpy ratio,

or = 1 - To/Tf varies over a narrow range - approximately from 0.7 to 0.9. These values

emphasize the fact that the (cold) wall temperature is small compared to the maximum

possible temperature in the flame. While at influences the location of the flame with

respect to the cold wall through the Damkohler number, it also influences the peak of the

reactivity field. Our numerical simulations show that reactivity increases when a is

increased. The parameter B is the Zeldovich number. It varies approximately from 6 to 9.

It influences the quench radius and also the peak of the reactivity term. Parameter B is also

related to the thickness of the reaction zone of the diffusion flame. High activation energy
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asymptotic methods have shown that the thickness of the reaction zone is of the order B‘l .

As B decreases, the diffusion flame tends to follow the stoichiometric Z contour less

_ closely. It is usually shifted to one side or the other depending on the global stoichiometry.

This is discussed in [18].

The Damkohler number is 00. It is usually defined as the ratio of flow time to chemi-

cal reaction time. It is related to the other parameters by the relation,

Da = Pe-B/a, (1)

where P is the pre-exponential factor. From equation (1) we can see that an increase in B

leads to a decrese in Da and an increase in 01 leads to an increase in Da. The flow veloc-

ity Pe also influences the value of the Damkohler number. When Fe is high, the flow

time is small and the Damkohler number decreases. Damkohler number takes a wide

range of values depending on the other parameters. It has a direct influence on the quench

radius. When Da is high, the chemical time is very small compared to the flow time.'Thus

the flame quenches closer to the wall. Results from asymptotic analysis (see [12]) show

that the quench radius depends on Da and B as rq = aJD/B3 , where a is an 0(1) con-

stant. We refer the reader to CHAPTER IV for a discussion on the influence of chemical

parameters on the heat flux to the cold wall.

2.3.2 Effect of Pe

While the chemical parameters influence the solution curves through the reactivity

term, the parameters Pe and Id affect the solutions through convective term in the govern-
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ing equation and the boundary conditions respectively.

When Pe --> 0 , the governing equations lose the convective term although the order of

the differential equation is unchanged. Hence the limit is a regular perturbation limit even

though some qualitative changes of behavior occur. On the other hand, when Pe -—> co the

problem becomes one-dimensional since the terms on the right hand side drop out. The

order of the differential equation drops and the limit is a singular perturbation limit. Our

numerical simulations show that when Pe = 0 , the fuel and mass fraction contours

assume a characteristic ‘onion’ shape near the triple point. Since triple flames require a

convective flow to propagate into, in this case the triple flame region shrinks to a triple

point. Figure 8 shows the characteristic ‘onion’ shape of the yo, yF contours.

When Pe is increased to O(1) values, the contours of fuel and oxidizer mass fractions

show a characteristic ‘heart’ shape (see Figure 9). In this case the triple flames exist with

their fuel-rich and fuel-lean PF arcs propagating against the flow. The heart shape formed

by the mass fraction contours are believed to represent the two arcs of the triple flames.

This hypothesis is examined in detail in Section 2.6.

The Peclet number Pe also influences the quench radius through the Damkohler num-

ber. They are related by the equation Da = DaO/Pe2 , where Da0 is the Damkohler num-

ber with zero convection. This relationship can be derived from the definition of Da and

by substituting tflW = D/U2 , where D is the mass diffusivity and U is the dimensional

velocity (note Pe = UL/or). Thus when Pe increases the flow time decreases and thus

the Damkohler number also decreases. This will result in the flame quenching at a greater

distance from the exit plane (or an increase of the quench radius). At a certain critical
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value of Pe , the flame is very far from the exit plane and cannot sustain itself, leading to a

phenomenon known as ‘blow-off.

2.3.3 Efl‘ect of 1d

The divider thickness also influences the solution contours through the isothermal

boundary condition enforced on the divider surface. The flame loses more heat to the cold

wall when the divider is thicker. Hence, the divider thickness affects the location of the

flame with respect to the exit plane, the length of the PF arcs of the triple flame, and the

peak of the reactivity field. Figure 10 shows the reactivity contours for two different values

of divider thicknesses (the dotted line corresponds to a thickness of 0.5 units and the solid

line corresponds to a thickness of 0.1 units). It can be seen that when the divider is thick

the flame quenches at a greater distance from the exit plane. The peak of the reactivity

field drops as the divider gets thicker. This can be seen from Figure 11. In this figure, the

maximum reactivity values are plotted against their corresponding E, values. From Figure

11, we can also define a characteristic length of the triple flame, as the distance between

the two zeros of the maximum reactivity reactivity profiles (see arrows in Figure 11).

Hence, we can also note that when Id is increased the characteristic length of the triple

flame decreases. This is consistent with previous discussions in the literature on triple

flames, which suggested that the characteristic triple flame shape and size were influenced

by heat losses. The divider thickness also influences the mass fraction profiles. Numerical

simulations indicate that the characteristic ‘onion’ or ‘heart’ shapes described in section

2.3.3 get wider as the divider thickness increases. The thickness of the mixing layer also

increases with an increase in divider thickness. This can be seen from Figure 12, which
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shows the mass fraction contours when the thickness of the divider is 0.1 units (solid line)

and 0.5 units (dotted line). The mass fraction contours in the diffusion flame region are not

influenced by the change in the divider thickness, suggesting that the diffusion flame

region is less influenced by heat losses than the triple flame region. This conclusion is also

relevant for the hypothesis we shall examine in section 2.6.

2.3.4 Convergence Analysis

A convergence analysis was performed on the excess enthalpy field because this par-

ticular boundary value problem was very sensitive to the size of the mesh used. The varia-

tion of H near the boundary was strong and hence precautions were necessary for accurate

results. For our analysis, the mesh was gradually refined while maintaining the other

parameters at constant values. Figure 13 shows the results of our analysis. We note that the

magnitude of H on the divider surface increases as the mesh is refined even when the

other parameters are kept at constant values. We also note that the slope of the curve

decreases when the mesh size is below 0.1 units. In fact H varies by a factor of 1.27 when

the mesh size is decreased from 0.15 units to 0.1 units (i.e. by a factor of 1.5). On the other

hand, H varies only by a factor of 1.019 when the mesh size is decreased from 0.1 units to

0.025 units (i.e. by a factor of 4). In our numerical anlysis, we used an average mesh size

of 0.035 units. Hence, the mesh size used is fine enough to produce converged values of

the excess enthalpy field.
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2.4 Generic Differential Relations

We shall use two coupling functions for our analysis: mixture fraction Z and excess

enthalpy H. From the definitions of these coupling functions, we have the following rela-

tions between Z, H and the primary variables:

2 =(1-Z,)yp+(1—y0)zf. (2)

H=y0+yF+T—l. (3)

Using equations (2) and (3), the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions can be expressed in terms

of the other variables as

yF=Z-Zf(T-H), (4)

y0=1—Z—(1—Zf)(’r-H). (5)

We can use the above equations to examine the change in values of the variables along the

oxidizer and fuel mass fraction contours. But initially let us assume that the excess

enthalpy field is identically zero throughout the domain. This will occur when there is an

adiabatic rather than an isothermal divider separating the fuel and oxidizer streams, or if

the divider is infinitesimally thin. Under this assumption, using equation (4) the difleren-

tial relationship dyF = 0 = dZ — Zfd‘t results, which is valid along the fuel isoplexes.

Similarly using equation (2), we can write d2 = —Zfdy0. Thus we can write the follow-

ing diflerential equations, which are valid on fuel isoplexes :

dt 1

— = '—9 (6)

dZ Zf

and
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__ = _zf,
(7)

These relationships are generic because they result solely from the definitions of the cou-

pling functions. Applying this procedure to oxidizer, temperature and fuel mass fraction

contours, we can obtain a set of differential relations on the corresponding contours simi-

lar to equations (6) and (7). These differential relations are listed in Table l in a compact

form. These relations were used as a check on the numerical code. A sample numerical

verification of these generic results for the symmetric flame is shown in Figure 14 and Fig-

ure 15, which show that dt/dZ and dZ/dyo are constant and equal to the values given

in Table 1 along the fuel iSOplexes. Some more relations can be obtained by multiplying

the two differential relations, but only the independent relations are listed below. All these

relations are valid irrespective of the values of Zf.

TABLE 1 Features of solution in the infinitesimal divider

 

 

 

 

Oxidizer contours dt 1 d2

d2 1 — Zf d F

Fuel contours dt _ 1 dZ _ Z

dz 2, dyo f

Temperature contours dyF dyF

._ = _ — = l

61m dZ

Mixture fraction contours dyF Zf (It _ 1

(F0 ' 1- zf dyr Zf

-True even if H is non

zero.     
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2.5 Enthalpy Field and Exact Solution

In this section, we shall study the behavior of the excess enthalpy field. In Section

2.5.1 we shall explain some of the qualitative features of while in Section 2.5.2 we shall

explain the methodology to obtain the exact solution to the excess enthalpy field.

2.5.1 Qualitative Features

The generic differential relations shown in TABLE 1 are valid when H = 0. The

excess enthalpy field is non-zero when the isothermal boundary condition is imposed on

the divider surface. Physically H ¢ 0 relates to the fact that heat is lost to the cold wall.

Thus the gradient of H in the 1] -direction is positive on the divider surface since the heat

flux is proportional to the negative of the enthalpy gradient on the divider surface. We

observe that H is zero on the sides while both H and its gradient approach zero far down-

stream. Hence the value of H is negative on the surface of the divider as explained in [12].

We also note that according to its’ definition H should be negative near a heat sink. To

demonstrate this theoretically (see [12]), we note that on the surface of the divider,

H=y0+yF—1, (8)

since I = 0. Using this identity along with the fact that the sum of mass fractions of fuel,

oxidizer, products and inert species should be unity, we get the following dimensional

expression for H on the surface fo the divider.

Y +Y

H=_(—P——I)+(;—1)—YF(—l_’-—-l_)-

(9)

YOU Yoo
YOU YFF

Rewriting equation (9) we obtain, HYoo = —(YP+ Y,—Y,0)-yF(Y,0—Y”.-). From
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this equation, we can prove that H is negative on the surface of the divider irrespective of

the values of Y,,- and Y,0 , taking into consideration that Y, is the solution of the bound-

ary value problem given in Figure 3. From equation (9) we can see that there are three dis-

tinct cases. Case (i) Y,0 = Y,F. The solution for the inert mass fraction field is

Y, = Y,0 = Y,,,- throughout the domain. Thus H = -YP/Y00. Since the mass fraction

values are always positive, H should be negative on the surface of the divider. Case (ii)

Y,0> Y,,,-. In this case the solution for Y, can be written as Y, = Y,,,-+8, where 8 is

positive. substituting this into equation (9), we obtain

HYooz—YP-8+A(l—y,,—), (10)

where 8 = Y,— Y,F and A = Y,0 — Y,,,-. Postulating the negativity of H, we get the fol-

lowing condition, which should be true on the divider surface.

A(l—y,-).<_Y,,+8. (11)

This equation has been numerically verified to be true. Figure 16 shows the two quantities

on either side of the inequality plotted as a function of g on the divider surface. The verac-

ity of equation (11) is obvious from the figure. Figure 17 shows the plots of the terms in

equation (10) as a function of g on the divider surface. From this figure, we can see that

the value of H is negative on the divider surface. We can also see that YP is maximum on

the divider surface and it approaches zero at the divider ends. An interesting fact is that the

location of the maximum of YP and the minimum of H coincide. This suggests that the

dip in H occurs due to a drop in chemical enthalpy. The plots of 8 and 1837,; are self-

explanatory. The third case corresponding to Y1}.- > YIO can be analyzed in a manner simi-
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lar to case (ii).

2.5.2 Exact Solution

‘ The numerical solution for the excess enthalpy field is .shown in Figure 18. Though H

resembles a Dirac delta function, the area under the curve is not constant at all n = con-

stant planes. Next, we shall develop an exact solution for the excess enthalpy field when

d) = l .

The governing equation and boundary conditions for the excess enthalpy field are

shown in Figure 19. Assuming that Fe is small Pe < 0(1), we can solve the equation for

the H-field if the distribution of H or its gradient at the exit plane is known. But since this

is coupled to the temperature field, this is usually unknown. Let us assume that

H(E, 0) = f(é) . Expanding H in an asymptotic series, we get

H = H0+ (Pe)H1 + (Pe)2H2+0(Pe3). (12)

Substituting this in the differential equation and solving for the highest order, we get a

Laplace equation for H0 with the same boundary conditions as H. This equation can be

solved if the function H0(§, O) = f( {3) satisfies the equation

2

LL=_2 13cf? 1f. H

where 71 is a constant. Under certain conditions, the function f(3,) can be written as a

Fourier series thus satisfying equation (13) (Note : equation (13) is satisfied by trignomet-

ric functions). When this is possible, the solution for H0 can be written, after assuming

separability, as
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gm

Ho = f(§)e 77. (14)

Thus the enthalpy field decays exponentially towards the far-field.

When Pe at 0 , an exact solution can still be found for. the symmetric flame. Assuming

that H(é, n) = f(i)g(n) , the equation for H(g, n) can be separated with g(y) satisfying

the differential equation

2

d8_ d_8_ 2 -d" Pe-dn hg—O. (15)

Hence, the solution for H = H(5,, n) can be written as

 

Pe — ../(Pe)2 + 412)

T1H = f(§)e( 2 , (16)

where g(n) was obtained by solving equation (15). Thus the decay of H is exponential in

the 1] -direction even in the presence of convective flow. Such exact solutions can also be

found for the unsymmetric configuration, provided that the function f(8) can be repre-

sented in a Fourier series. The above procedure is exploited in Chapter 4, where an exact

expression is given for the excess enthalpy field for both symmetric and unsymmetric con-

figurations.

2.6 'lriple Flame Shape

The triple flame is most reliably identified by the peaks in the reactivity field. How-

ever, it has been speculated (see [10]) that in some cases the fuel and oxidizer mass frac-

tion contours near the triple point might coincide with the PF arcs of the triple flame. In

this section, we shall examine this hypothesis in detail.
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Figure 20 shows the reactivity and mass fraction contours near the triple point for a

symmetric flame and Figure 22 for an unsymmetric flame. The PF wings of the triple

flame are identified by the points of maximum reactivity along each x=constant plane (for

a symmetric flame). From the figure, we can see that the PF arcs of the triple flame and the

mass fraction contours lie very close to each other. Let n0, n“,- and ti, represent the unit

vectors along the oxidizer, fuel and reactivity contours respectively. Mathematically we

can say that if the postulate is correct, then on the fuel-lean side the cross-product of 11A,,-

and ti, should be approximately zero. Similarly the cross-product ".0 and ti, should be

approximately zero. Since the cross-product is proportional to the sine of the angle

between the two contours, it is logical to expect the angle to be small if the postulate is

correct. From Figure 20 and Figure 22, we can see that this is the case in the region near

the triple point. But as we move away from the triple point, the angle increases and the

postulate does not hold. This analysis has been repeated for the unsymmetric flame

(o = 2) in Figure 22. As the flame moves away from the symmetric flame configuration,

one of the arcs of triple flame becomes more pronounced than the other. When 11 > 1 , the

fuel lean arc of the triple flame becomes more pronounced than the fuel-rich arc. Similarly

the fuel-rich arc becomes more pronounced in the (l) < 1 case. For the unsymmetric flame

we can see from Figure 22 that the angle between ti, and n} increases while the angle

between ti, and ”.0 decreases, which suggests that the strong PF arc is approximated with

better accuracy than the weak PF arcs by the mass fraction contours. We can expect this

effect to be magnified when we consider very high or very low 4) values. These graphs
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show that when «1) > 1 , the fuel-lean arc is approximated very closely by the fuel mass

fraction contours and when (it < 1 , the fuel-rich arc is approximated very closely by the

oxidizer mass fraction contours.

In order to determine the inaccuracy in approximating the PF arcs by fuel and oxidizer

mass fraction contours, the values of fuel and oxidizer mass fraction along the PF arcs are

plotted in Figure 21. In this figure the fuel and oxidizer values at the points of maximum

reactivity at each §=constant plane is plotted as a function of g. From the figure we can

see that when §< 0 , the fuel mass fraction values along the PF are changes by a small

amount. The same is true of the oxidizer mass fraction values when 1; > 0. In fact yo var-

ies from (see TABLE 2) 0.0048 at E = -0.6463 (where the reactivity is almost zero,

r=0.001) to 0.0954 at 5 = 0.0083 (where the reactivity is maximum, to = 28.423 ). Thus

the variation in yo is very small compared with the high variation we observe from

E, = 0.0083 to E = 0.9899. Since this is a symmetric flame, the same is true of the fuel

mass fraction values. Thus we can conclude that, for the symmetric flame, contours of fuel

and oxidizer mass fractions can approximate the two PF arcs of the triple flame in a fairly

accurate manner.

For the unsymmetric flame the strong arc is approximated closely by the oxidizer

mass fraction contours. From we can see that oxidizer mass fraction changes from 0.0046

at 5 = —0.5250 (where the reactivity is 0.0001) to 0.0735 at E; = 0.1612 (where the

reactivity is 40.9978). But for the weak PF arc, the data in TABLE 3 shows that yF varies

from 0.0848 at g = 0.1612 (where the reactivitiy is maximum, (1) = 40.9978) to 0.0240

at E, = 0.2824 (where the reactivity is 17.9645) and to 0.0049 at g = 0.5856 (where the



reactivity is 0.0473). Thus, in this case even the weak PF arc is approximated closely by

the mass fraction contours. However, this may not be the case when we consider very high

or very low 4) values. For these configurations, the angles between the contours might be

too high, especially far from the triple point, to validate the use of mass fraction contours

to represent triple flames. But the inaccuracy is somewhat diminished by the fact that the

mass fraction contours are not dense (thus the gradient is not steep) in the region of

approximation.
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TABLE 2 Variation in yo values along the strong PF arc

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

Type g yo reactivity

¢ = 1 -0.6463 0.0048 0.0001

(symmetric)

0.0083 0.0954 28.423

(1) = 2 -0.5250 0.0046 0.0001

(unsymmetric)

0.1612 0.0735 40.9978

 

TABLE 3 Variation of yF values along the weak PF arc

 

  

  

 

    

Type g y; reactivity

= := 7

¢ = 2 0.1612 0.0848 40.9978

(unsymmetric)

0.2824 0.0240 17.9645
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TABLE 3 Variation of y,- values along the weak PF arc

 

Type g yF reactivity

 

 

0.5856 0.0049 0.0473

      
From the above discussion, we conclude that the strong PF arcs can be approximated by

the appropriate mass fraction contours and it is incorrect to approximate the weak PF are

by the corresponding mass fraction contours especially for very high or very low 4) values

without careful consideration.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter, we have examined some generic features of triple flames using the

model problem formulated in CHAPTER 1.

Our numerical results show the existence of three different regions, which exhibit dis-

tinct behavior. The mixing layer is characterized by high values of cross-stream mass frac-

tion gradients, which reduce to lower values further downstream. In the triple flame

region, the gradients of the mass fractions have opposite signs. In the diffusion flame

region, which appears downstream, the mass fraction profiles exhibit one-dimensional

behavior.

The various parameters in the model problem have been identified and their influence

on the solution contours analyzed. The chemical parameters like 0: , B, and Damkohler

number influence the quench radius and the maximum reactivity. The flow parameter Pe

influences the mass fraction contours and also the quench radius through the Darnkdhler

number..Characteristic ‘onion’ or ‘heart’ shapes result depending on the value of Fe. The
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geometric parameter Id , which is the thickness of the divider influences the quench

radius, the length of the PF arc, the maximum reactivity, the width of the characteristic

‘onion’ and ‘heart’ shapes, and the size of the mixing layer.

Some generic differential relations can be derived from the definitions of the mixture

fraction and excess enthalpy coupling functions under the assumption of an infinitesimal

divider or adiabatic divider. These relations have been listed after numerical verification.

The excess enthalpy values on the divider surface have been shown to be negative. The

profiles of the mass fractions of fuel, oxidizer, inert species and products have been ana-

lyzed on the surface of the divider. Some generic relations have also been verified. A

methodology for deriving the exact solution to the excess enthalpy field has been

explained. The resulting solution shows that the excess enthalpy field decays from the sur-

face values in an exponential fashion even in the presence of a convective flow.

The accuracy in representing the PF arcs of the triple flame by using the fuel and oxi-

dizer mass fraction contours has been examined for both symmetric and unsymmetric

flames. Our results show that this is justified for the strong PF arcs. The mass fraction val-

ues along the weak PF arc of the triple flame for very high 4) or very low ‘1’ values vary by

a greater degree, which makes it inaccurate to represent them using mass fraction contours

without careful consideration.
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Reactivity contours for two different values oi Id
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Hmax vs mesh size
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Temperature vs Mixture traction along Yf contours
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Triple flame shape and the mass fraction contours
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Maximum reactivity vs x
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Triple flame shape and the mass fraction contours for phi=2
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Figure 22 - Reactivity and mass fraction contours near the triple point



CHAPTER III

Stoichiometric Premixed Flame Speed

3.1 Introduction

In this chapter we shall examine the extent to which a diffusion flame (DF) behaves as

a stoichiometric premixed flame (PF). This question is relevant for discussions of flame

spread and flame attachment in burners. It may have special relevance for laminar flamelet

models of turbulence.

Numerous authors have, over many years, postulated stoichiometric PF tips - we call

this postulate Pl - and constructed their experimental analyses and theoretical models on

the consequences of postulate P1 [13] to [14]. We shall restrict P1 to zero heat loss flames,

although later we shall relax this restriction and allow upstream heat losses as discussed in

[16] and [17].

Under flow rates, stoichiometries, or distance from cold boundaries, the stoichiometric

PF tip is an excellent modeling restriction. Nevertheless, we expect there are circum-

stances under which P1 is difficult to justify. The reason Pl becomes diffith to justify

arises from the inherent deficiency of the stoichiometric PF concept. We now discuss this

briefly.

It is known that the PF speed SL depends on N variables x,- , i = 1,...,N like stoichiom-

etry, upstream heat losses, downstream heat losses, radiative heat losses, and so on. The

sensitivity to each quantity is defined as A1. = iasL/ah where ii is an average value

54
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and is the ith sensitivity coefficient. If the 7c,- is larger than all others, then it indicates that

x,- is the dominant variable influencing flame speed in the x,- -range considered. Thus if x1

is the variable corresponding to stoichiometry coefficient and X2 xN are constant,

with the xi value corresponding to heat losses equal to zero, then P1 referred only to sto-

ichiometry is logical. If, on the other hand, x2 ,..., xN are non—constant, and possibly non-

zero, it is necessary to determine which has the largest influence. There may be cases in

which stoichiometry is secondary while the heat losses dominate. For each problem, it is

therefore necessary to construct an (N — 1) dimensional surface whose local maxima dic-

tate the PF response. In our problem the DF lies very close to the stoichiometric surface,

hence we expect near-stoichiometric PF propagation although heat losses, etc. will be

important, perhaps even dominant near the lower surface. Consequently, we conclude that

the definition “stoichiometric PF propagation” comprises many separate physical pro-

cesses, some of which may be poorly understood or defined.

Our goal herein is to provide a partial explanation of the scope and limitations of P1

and, more broadly, to begin to develop a method for examining such questions in more

complicated problems. For this purpose, we shall examine a model problem that contains

elements we believe are important for theoretically studying P1. The model is analyzed in

section 2.

3.2 The Model

We shall use Model B for our analysis. The configuration we shall employ is shown in
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Figure 23 along with the normalized equations and boundary conditions. The cold sides

admit a diffusive influx of fuel and oxidizer, whereas the lower walls, which are also cold

and porous may also admit a convective influx of fuel and oxidizer. The convective flow is

inviscid, hence the constant—property hypothesis produces a uniform, non-accelerating gas

flow. Although this flow seems at first to be unrealistic, we have ample evidence from our

two—dimensional, variable-property, confined-flow Navier-Stokes simulations that the

velocity field in the vicinity of the flame tip is remarkably similar to that assumed in Fig-

ure 23. Figure 24 shows the velocity field for a typical case. In these numerical solutions,

the inlet flow is of Poiseuille form at the exit plane. Despite this, it appears that thermal

expansion and also buoyancy combine to produce a slug flow near the flame tip. Thus the

slug flow hypothesis is justified.

The simplifications that we shall employ in our analysis are the following: The flame

will be steady and the reaction will occur in one irreversible step, viz.

F +70 = (1 +y)P + heat (mass basis). The gas properties are constant, the gas flow

rates from both the reservoirs are identical, and the fuel and oxidizer Lewis numbers are

unity. There is no fluid viscosity, there is no misalignment of pressure and density gradi-

ents (indeed there are no gradients of either quantity), there is no gravity: hence, there is

no vorticity in the flow. The velocity distributions of Figure 24 support these restrictions in

the vicinity of flame tip. In contrast to the model of Figure 24, we shall not examine the

case of a finite thickness divider plate. Our divider, which is infinitesimally thin, has the

sole purpose of separating the incident reactant streams from one another. Also in contrast

to the numerical model, the inlet flow at the divider exit plane has temperature To (see Fig-

ure 23). We shall restrict ourselves to the case of a very high Zeldovich number, B—> co ,
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hence the DF will lie very nearly along the mixture fraction arc, Z = Zf. In actuality, the

reactivity peak of the DF is displaced to one side or another of the arc Zf , as discussed in

[18] and verified in the detailed numerical integrations of [19].

In order to clarify our subsequent discussions, we shall examine some features of the

model here. “With reference to Figure 25, we define the contour Z = Zf as the arc ‘Ooo ’.

From Figure 23, an infinitesimally thin divider renders the Z - value nonunique at the ori-

gin. The DF quenches at point ‘q’, which we identify as the flame tip. Point ‘i’ along the

DF identifies the inflection point, where the DF curvature reverses. The angle 9,, identi-

fies the tangent to Z = Zf at point ‘q’; it also defines the flow component Pep entering

the PF arc. The angle Bq defines the quench point ‘q’ in its absolute relation to the origin,

with Eq = rqcoseq, nq = rqsian and rq = §2+nfr The angle 6, defines the mini-

mum (or maximum, when Zf > 1/2) angle that can connect the origin to the line

Z = Zf through a point of tangency; this point is identified as ‘t’. When the stoichiome-

try places the DF along the symmetry plane, where Zr: 1/2, the points ‘q’, ‘i’, ‘t’ coincide

and Fe = Pep = Peoq.

If, however, Zf is not equal to 1/2, the mass flux components Pe0q¢Pep. When

point ‘q’ is between the origin and point ‘t’, Peoq > Pep and Peoq approaches Pep from

above. As point ‘q’ approaches the origin, we have Pep —-> Peoq —) Pe . When point ‘q’ is

between point ‘t’ and ‘00 ’, Peoq < Pep and Peoq approaches Pep from below. As point

‘q’ approaches ‘00 ’, we have Peoq -) Pep -—> Pe with Peoq < PeP< Pe. These behav-
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iors, which occur on either side of Z = Zf = 1/2 , are qualitatively illustrated in Figure

26. Note that when Zf = 1/2 , all three lines coincide with the one marked as Pe. From

the preceding definitions, illustrated in Figure 25, we can easily derive the following rela-

tions:

P1530q _ nq

_Pe - r7 “7)

_(32)

5:” = BE, ‘1 . (18) 

 

P8 J(az)2 (az)2

_ + —

BE 4 81] q

We shall employ these identities in our subsequent analysis. Eq. (18) is derived by consid-

ering the flame arc Z = Zf, along which d2 = 0, giving dn/d§ = tanGP =

—(BZ/8§)/(aZ/an). This identity, coupled with Pep/Pe = sinOP, leads directly to

Eq. (18).

3.3 Analysis and Results

This section is subdivided into four subsections. In section 3.3.1 we obtain the exact

solution for the mixture fraction field. In section 3.3.2, the qualitative nature of the loci of

constant Pep/Pe given by Eq. (18) is examined. In section 3.3.3, we study various fea-

tures of the solution that may be deduced from a comparison of Eqs. (17) and (18). In sec-

tion 3.3.4 we shall compare the kinematic flame speed formula, Eq. (18), and the premixed

flame speed evaluated with and without heat losses.
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3.3.1 Exact solution for Z(x,y)

The boundary value problem for Z can be solved exactly by the method of separation

 

 

 

of variables,

Z(§ ) _ 1—§+ i 511101115)ex Pe—Jpe2+(2nn)2 (19)

’ Tl — 2 n1: p 2 Tl °

n = I

When Pe —-> 0 , a closed form solution exists, viz,

1 1 ml}
Z(Enn) = §“Eatanll(§,n), Where ”(gsn) = “—11. (20)

2

When n -—> oo , the above equations reduce to the one-dimensional solution,

z“, = 1:3, (21)

All of the above equations will be used in the following analysis.

3.3.2 Loci of Constant Pep/Pe

These loci are examined by using Eq. (20) for Z(i, n) which produces a simple, qual-

itatively accurate expression for Pep/Pe that is valid for non-zero Pe. After some calcu-

lation, we find from Eq. (18) that

Pe '

P = 1 where C E_s_1n_1g_ (22)
Pe (C2 + 1 smhrtn

The curves of constant Pep/Pa , which are curves of constant C , are illustrated in Figure

 

27. Since C2 is always positive, we must have Pep/Pe < 1 throughout the domain. Also
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shown in Figure 27 are representative Z — contours, which intersect with an infinite num-

ber of Pep/Pe constant curves. Since there is no independent means provided herein for

deciding which intersection gives point ‘q’ , a separate and independent quenching calcula-

tion must be performed. This would specify éq and nq , which would give PeP/Pe from

Eqs. (18) and (20). Along the Zf are, shown in Figure 26, we see that Pep/Pe

approaches unity near the exit plane and also in the far field. In between, other positive

values between zero and unity can be attained. The response is different for the symmetric

flame along the centerline (Z = Zf = 1/2 ). Here, the value of C must always be zero,

hence Pep/Pe = 1 . The flow entering the symmetric flame tip never changes, conse-

quently the case clearly illustrates that quantities other than the flame speed stoichiometry

influence flame response. Note that when Zf = 1/2 , the maxima of temperature and

reactivity lie on the line Z = Zf. There is no lateral displacement of either the reactivity

or the temperature maxima.

In section 3.3.3, we shall determine the extent to which freely propagating PF can

describe the DF flame tip as C increases along a given Z = Zf line from near-zero values

to large values.

3.3.3 General Solution Features:

We form the difference of Eqs. (17) and (18) to find

Pe.—Oq_ Pe__P=

Pe Pe

MJ/ 1

1 (23) 
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from which we wish to deduce some features of the flame tip behavior. We examine two

limiting cases, one for flame tips very far from the exit plane, the other for flame tips very

near to the exit plane.

In the first case, the general solution for Z(5, n) from Eq. (19) approaches the value

Z = Zoo = (1 — §)/2. Hence, we write Z(§,n) = (l -§)/2 —g(§,n), where g(é, n)

is the negative value of the summation in Eq. (19) and may be interpreted as a correction

to the far-field profile given by Zoo. Function, g(fi, n) vanishes as n approaches infinity.

The nature of g and ag/8§ is shown in Figure 28, which has been computed using the

exact solution. The top figure shows the function g(é, n) for large n and the bottom fig-

ure shows the gradient 8g/8§ at large n . Clearly, g is an odd function of 1’; about the §-

axis, whereas 33/82: is even. From the figure we can also see that as 1] increases both g

and 351/85 approach zero. The arrows in the figure show the direction of increasing 11.

Substitution into Eq. (23) gives, after neglecting cubic terms in g: and g,n , the approxi-

mate result

 

2

( -14.)- (52-3.0.2) .-. 28“ (24)

rq Pe Pe 1 + 2g: + 2g}1

Far from the lower wall, g: is small and hence the right hand side of Eq. (8) is just

2gy /(1 + 2g?) , Wthh rs posrtrve. Also, if we are above pornt t , we have Peoq -—> Pep

from below (and vice-versa if we are below point ‘t’). For the right hand side to be posi-

tive, Peoq should approach Pep faster than fig approaches rq. Hence, the quenching dis-

tance is a relatively more sensitive quantity than the flow direction into the flame tip,
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which suggests that flame chemist_ry is more important than the details of the flow field

near the flame tip, even when it is far from the cold surface. In other words, the precise ori-

entation of the flow streamlines entering the flame tip, whether along the directions defin-

ing PeP or Peoq , is less important than the position at which quenching of the flame tip

occurs. The latter may dictate the former, not vice-versa.

In the second limiting case, the flame tip is very close to the cold wall. When é and 11

approach zero, we can write Eq. (20) as ZO = 1/2 — (1/1t)atan(§/n) . Near the surface,

we write h(x,y) such that Z = Z0 + h(fi, n) , where h(é, 11) is given by

 

 h = i m(exp((Pe - JPez + (2n1t)2n)_ exp(-n1t11)D, (25)

rm 2

n=1

which accounts for the correction to Z0 from the convective flow. This expression for

h(fi, 11) reduces to h = (Pa/2) 2 (l/mt)sin(n1t§)exp(-n1tn) + 0(Pe2) as Pe -—) 0.

n=1

Using this, we can evaluate Eq. (23) to find

h

— — _e = nrqhn siancoseq(l + litanflq), (26)

where the behavior of the derivatives of h is described in Table 1 (below). Consequently,

h: is an odd function of § whereas hTI is an even function of g. The second term in

parentheses is always negative but should be smaller than unity since we expect

Peoq > Pep close to the cold wall, see Figure 26. We note also that the product h11 cos 6q

is always zero or positive.

Very close to the exit plane, it is obvious from Eq. (25) that once again the flame
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chegu'sgy Q'ctates the solution. The flame chemistry dictates through rq. The differences

between Peoq and Pep follow from considerations of flow field and therefore are of sec-

ondary importance compared to flame chemistry. We note, in agreement with the first lim-

iting case, that we can solve for Pep/Pe at point ‘q’ once Z(fi, n) is known. Hence

intersections of the loci of constant Pep/Pe and Z = Zf can be obtained.

Table 4: Behavior of h: and hn

 

 

 

 

      

tan9q>0 Zn>0 hn>0 O<6<g

tan6q<0 Zn<0 hn<0 1§t<9<1t

Z§<O h§<0 -l<§<0

Z§<O h§<0 O<§<l

3.3.4 Flame Speed Comparison

In this section, the component of flow velocity entering the triple point is compared

with the adiabatic premixed flame speed. The point ‘q’ is obtained by means of a numeri-

cal solution of the model shown in Figure 23. This numerical code gives the mixture frac-

tion, fuel and oxidizer mass fractions, temperature and the reactivity field for the entire

domain. The point of maximum reactivity provides the location of point ‘q’. Once this is

known, the flame speed Pep/Pe can be calculated using the numerical solution for the Z -
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field. The adiabatic premixed flame speed is given by,

Da

Pepf = a 133 (27)

where a is an 0(1) constant generally taken to be 2.

A numerical experiment was conducted to compare the two quantities. The value of B

was kept fixed at a value of 8 and the Damkohler number was increased from a minimum

value of 1000 to a maximum value of about 30,000. Physically, this amounts to changing

only the pre-exponential factor A in our one-step reaction. The results are shown in Figure

29. This comparision was repeated for different values of Zf. From Figure 29 there exists

a linear correlation between the adiabatic and kinematic flame speed, until a limiting

Damkohler number is reached. The correlation breaks down thereafter since Pep/Pe

approaches a constant value. In this range, there is no longer a single value of Pep for a

given PF speed. Figure 30 also shows the quench radii for the corresponding Damkohler

numbers (or the PF speed values). When the value of C is low, which corresponds to a

large quench radius, the adiabatic PF speed and the kinematic flame speed are proportional

to one another. When C is large, the quench radius is small and the correlation breaks

down. When the above procedure was repeated for different Zf , it was seen that the range

of Damkohler numbers for which the correlation holds decreases as the flame moves away

from the symmetric flame configuration.

An empirical expression for the PF speed with heat losses has been discussed in [16]

and [17], and can be written in terms of our dimensionless variables as
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Pelo“ _ exp[2 ‘BU—Tf) :13 (28)

7?”- (l-aU-Tfl)

where If is the temperature at the point of maximum reactivity. We determined that there

was no correlation between the velocity obtained using Eq. (28) and Fe}, This might be

due to the empirical nature of the above expression.

We note an important feature of attached flames. The bottom figure in Figure 31 shows

that when the flame is close to the wall, the PF are on the side closest to the lower wall of

the triple flame aligns itself perpendicular to the opposing flow. This does not happen

when the flame is well-lifted, see the top figure in Figure 31. Our preceeding analysis

breaks down when this happens because the value of Pep , which is based on the mixture

fraction contours, does not represent the propagation velocity of a diffusion flame tip. A

more exact velocity may be one that is based on the alignment toward the oncoming flow

of the appropriate PF reactivity contours.

3.4 Discussion and Conclusions

The stoichiometric PF postulate for diffusion flame tips near cold chemically inert sur-

faces has been examined using the model problem of Figure 23. Our examination shows

that the component of flow velocity into the quench point correlates with the adiabatic PF

speed when the flame is well-lifted or weakly attached. When the flame quenches closer to

the cold wall, the flame response is quite complicated. This can be attributed to the

realignment of the PF arc in a direction perpendicular to the opposing flow.

A reinterpretation of these results in terms of section 3.3 is possible. For the lifted
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flame, the details of the flow direction are less important than the chemical response, as

discussed below Eq. (24). Here, we may justifiably employ the flow velocity in the plane

of the DF at its tip Pep. This conclusion is in agreement with most previous results for

“free” flames [13] to [15] and [20] to [22], although in these studies no detailed study of

this question is made: it is assumed a priorj that the relevant flow is Pep. Such assump-

tions have also been made in [23] and [24], which deal with flame holding. For the

attached flame closed to the cold wall, however, the situation differs. In accordance with

section 3.3, the flame chemistry is more important to flame survival than the details of the

flow direction. However, the flow direction is important and our results suggest that it is

not the flow along the DF axis, Pep , but rather the flow Pe into the PF arc closest to the

cold surface that is physically relevant. Hence, the attachment seems to occur through the

influence of the near-wall PF arc. For 0 < Zf < 1/2, this is the oxidizer side PF arc, whereas

for 1/2 < Zf < 1 the fuel-side PF arc controls flame-tip attachment.

This conclusion has implications for real-flame attachment, where the flame chemistry

occurs over many steps and where differences in the diffusivities of the various species -

including radicals like H, OH, etc. - strongly influence the flame response. The overall sto-

ichiometry (1) will specify the attachment PF, whether on the fuel or oxidizer side. The

chemistry of a fuel-rich PF differs from the chemistry of a fuel lean PF, however. Thus, the

Lewis numbers of different constituents (say LeH for the rich PF and Leon for the lean PF)

will assume prominence, depending on the side which attaches to the structure." Conse-

quently DF tip attachment will be a complicated process dictated by global stoichiometry,

flame chemistry, heat losses and mass diffusion of the controlling radicals and principal
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species. For an accurate description, the heat losses cannot be fictitious. Radiative losses

from the flame zone can be accounted for by a gas-phase loss term [25], although the

importance of this quantity in comparison with losses from the cold surface is not obvious.

Finally, our examination of two previous theories of flame attachment, which propose a

stoichiometric mixture at flame tip with a common value of the fuel mass fraction, sug-

gests that this hypothesis is not strictly true. Large percentage variations may occur in the

species mass fractions near the flame tip, rendering the specification of some constant,

universal value YF+ (as in [15]) quite suspect. Consequently, flame attachment is a more

subtle mechanism than simple stoichiometric PF attachment, and further study of the

flame structure near the quenching tip is warranted
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Figure 23 - Model with the infinitesimal divider (Model B)
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Diffusion Flame Arc

 

 

Fuel-lean PF

 

Figure 25 - Definitions of flame shape parameters
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Lines of constant Z and C
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Figure 27 - Lines of constant Z and constant Pep
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Velocity into triple point vs adiabatic PF speed
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Figure 29 - Flow velocity Pep vs adiabatic PF speed Pep}:
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Quench radius vs adiabatic PF speed
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Figure 30 - Quench radius vs adiabatic PF speed Pepp
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Reactivity comours when flame is well-lifted

 

 

  

   

 

  

 

 
    

Figure 31 - Reactivity contours for two values of quench radius



CHAPTER IV

Heat Flux Distribution Along the Surface Beneath the Flame

Tip

4.1 Introduction

Triple flames may occur near the leading edge of a flame spreading over a solid or a

liquid fuel. The study of flame spread over solid and liquid fuels has been analyzed by a

number of researchers. A review of flame spread over solid fuels is given by Wichman

[27]. The earlier researchers generally neglected the existence of the triple flame region by

assuming that the vaporizing temperature of the solid fuel is greater than the ignition tem-

perature. These models lead to flames that touch the fuel surface since there is no “cold

wall” to quench the flame. In addition, the heat flux is of boundary layer form, with an

x‘“2 singularity at the tip of the flame (i.e. at the attachment point). The heat flux

obtained with a Burke—Schumann infinite-rate analysis is shown in Figure 32. The results

of the numerical code is also shown in the above figure. The dashed lines represent the

results of the numerical code while the continuous lines represent the theoretical heat flux.

It can be seen that there is a significant difference at the center, where the heat flux

approaches infinity. The figure also shows that the agreement is better when the value of B

in the numerical code is increased. The theoretical heat flux was multiplied by a factor for

comparing the two results. Thus this analysis precludes the calculation of realistic heat

fluxes and also the existence of triple flames. This afore-mentioned vaporization tempera-

77
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ture assumption will not be made here since it is generally believed that the triple flame

region is very important for the flame spread process. Since the flame spreads by conduct-

ing heat upstream, and also to the fuel, the knowledge of the heat flux distribution along

the solid fuel will be of fundamental importance in understanding the process of flame

spread.

In this chapter, a flame spread model problem will be analyzed. The objective is to

examine the region near the flame tip and to calculate the heat flux to the solid fuel. For

this purpose, a simplified model problem, which has pseudo-exact solutions, will be for-

mulated. From this pseudo-exact solution, the heat flux to the solid fuel can be calculated.

Section 4.2 briefly explains the mathematical model of a typical flame spread problem,

which will form the basis of the simplified model that will be discussed in section 4.3. The

exact solution to this model will be discussed in section 4.4. This is followed by the analy-

sis of the dependence of these parameters in section 4.5 and section 4.6. Section 4.7 dis-

cusses the conclusions of this study.

4.2 Flame Spread Model

A mathematical model of the opposed flow flame spread is shown in Figure 33. Oxi-

dizer (or air) flows from left to right over the fuel surface. Under favourable conditions,

the solid fuel vaporizes or gasifies at a surface temperature TV and mixes with the oxidizer

above establishing a spreading diffusion flame. This process can be modeled using species

and energy conservation equations for the gas phase and the energy equation for the solid

phase [2]. These are:
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Gas phase;

U —aY‘ D V’Y v—‘m ' o F 29
( f+u(y))ax '— g 1'. pg ’ l- a a ( )

8T

._8 = 2 112.(Uf+u(y))ax Oth Tg+pgcpg, (30)

where the reactivity (1) is given by

- E

(1) = Agpgngge RT. , (31)

Solid phase;

at 2
Ufa—x = 013V T5" (32)

The boundary conditions at the four outer surfaces are shown in Figure 33. At the fuel-oxi-

dizer interface, the boundary conditions are complicated. We shall assume that the flame

“attaches” at a distance ‘I ’ upstream of the vaporizing fuel. That is, the flame contour can

be extrapolated along an arc to a terminus located at the surface of the fuel. Thus three dis-

tinct regions can be identified. The region upstream of the spreading flame is denoted by

v1 . The region v2 lies between the attachment point and the point at which the fuel starts

to vaporize and v3 is the fuel vaporizing region. On surface vl the fuel and oxidizer mass

fraction gradients will be zero since there is no vaporization or absorption respectively.

Also, the heat flux from the gas equals the heat flux into the solid (NOTE: The fuel and gas

transverse coordinates point in opposite directions). These conditions can be expressed as

follows:

Surface v1 ;
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BY BY ' 8T 3T

—9=—I=k—LMFJ=OmdQ=T 33

x, yg gayg 3y, ( )

SI

On surface v2 all the above conditions will hold. We shall also assume that there is no oxi-

dizer on the fuel surface. These conditions can be expressed as :

Surface v2;

Q
.
)

y
.
.
<

Q
J

0=_=A._.§+l_.£=0;T =T

ys a), gayg says - Y0 = 0. (34)
8 3 ’

Q
.
)

YF ar 37

8

On the vaporizing fuel surface v3 , the fuel is convected and diffused normally from the

surface and the net heat flux at the surface should be equal to the latent heat of vaporiza-

tion. These conditions are given below.

Surface v3;

3Y0 3Y1: m 8T8 8T:

5;; — O , 35); - m(YF-' 1) , MLV - A8E+Ag§3i , Tg - Ts — Tv' (35)

The continuity of the variables at the surface will be enforced by matching their values at

the surface.

The above model problem can be expressed in a normalized form. The mass fractions

shall be normalized by their “reservoir” values and the gas and solid phase temperatures

can be normalized by the greatest temperature difference. Thus the non-dimensional gas

and solid phase temperatures are t = (Tg — Tm)/(Tf — T”) and

o = (Ts- Tm)/(Tf- T1...)- The normalized equations and boundary conditions are

shown in Figure 34.

The above model problem is difficult to solve analytically. But the equations are sim-
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pler for the conserved scalar Z. Assuming Oseen-flow, with e + um) = 1 , the resulting

equations for the Z field can be solved using the Wiener - Hopf method. The solution for

Z is given below :

 

 

.2— : ”fags/5.12 +2le —§)1l2) (36)

Zr erfctJl) '

Using the above equation, the lines of constant Z can be plotted. The above solution for Z

will be used in formulating a simplified problem that will be used in the analysis that fol-

lows.

4.3 Flame Tip Model

From equation (36) we see that an expansion for the mixture fraction field near the

flame tip near § = -l , n = 0 produces an expansion of the form

Z = Zf + constant 0 E + 0(§2, 112, £11). (37)

Hence, near the flame tip, the mixture fraction varies only linearly with the spatial coordi-

nate E, (not 11 , which enters in the higher order terms). For this reason, we feel justified in

introducing a model problem in which the flame tip (and indeed, the rest of the flame also)

is perpendicular to the fuel surface beneath. In addition, and consistent with this view, we

suppose that the boundary conditions on either lateral side of this small region are also

independent of 11. These conditions are imposed at locations g = - l i 8 (see Figure

34).Thus, we replace the upstream and downstream boundary condition planes with ficti-

tious “walls” located at §/6 = -1 and §/8 = 1 , where 8 is the characteristic size of the
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domain in which Z = Z(3,) . In the lowest approximation these walls can permit only the

separate influx of fuel or oxidizer, not both simultaneously. Also in the simplest case, we

eliminate from the governing equations the convective term. 3Hence under the supposition

that near the surface the streamwise velocities are very small, the equations for the con-

served scalars reduce to Laplace’s equation.

We now specify the boundary conditions on this open rectangular domain. On the

lower surface, the gradients of the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions will be zero, which

follows directly from the model problem of equations (29) to (36). For the energy equa-

tion, instead of imposing the condition given earlier, we eliminate the solid phase problem

by assuming that the non-dimensional gasification temperature 1,, is negligible. Since we

assume that the fuel does not vaporize in the region of interest, the temperature along the

fuel surface should be significantly lower than the vaporization temperature. But 1v itself

is around 0.15 which is small compared with unity. Hence we employ t = 0 along the

entire lower surface.

On the left and right side “walls”, we shall impose reservoir conditions for the oxidizer

and fuel mass fractions, assuming that the “wall” placed on the left side will consume any

fuel that comes into contact with it and the “wall” on the right will consume any oxidizer it

touches. This is again not exactly true for the physical problem, but it also introduces a

level of simplicity into the analysis that renders it tractable. Since 5 is the characteristic

diffusion length, we can assume that the left and right side walls are far from the point of

heat release to justify a t = O boundary condition on the left and right side “walls”. This

condition obviously ensures consistency with the temperature boundary condition on the
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lower surface.

From the exact solution for Z, we can see, as discussed above, that the lines of con-

stant Z intersect the fuel surface at right angles. Hence, inside the region of interest, we

can assume that the lines of constant Z will almost be vertical. Thus, in the vertical “far

field”, we suppose that the 11 -dependance is still suppressed and that our model problem

becomes one-dimensional leading to the stipulation that the gradients in the y direction

approach zero. Hence, we suppose that as n -9 co the gradients of the variables in the n -

direction will vanish because there is no longer a region of flame—tip quenching. With the

above conditions, the model that we shall use to examine the heat flux will be as shown in

Figure 35.

4.4 Exact Solution and Heat Flux Calculations

To obtain the heat flux at the wall, the temperature field should be solved. Since this is

a non-linear equation, we shall obtain the heat flux using the enthalpy field, whose gradi-

ent at the fuel surface will be equal to the temperature gradient since H = 1: + yo + yF — 1

and aH/an = 81/81] at the fuel surface. The model for the excess enthalpy field is

shown in Figure 36. In this figure, the coordinate system has been moved to the bottom left

corner of the domain by a translation. Let us also define the length of the divider as ‘L’ for

purposes of generality. This model can be solved by separation of variables IF the distribu-

tion of the excess enthalpy function or the distribution of its gradient at the exit plane is

known. Generally, H = f(fi) is not known, since 3’0 and y,.- are not specified. Neither is
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aH/an known, since 81/81] is not specified. However, we can also solve for H IF we

consider that the vertical H-gradient is known. Consequently, this leads to two types of

model problems, the Dirichlet and Neumann problems. The exact solution for the

Dirichlet problem is,

co -1753 n1t§
H = 2 due L SIII(T), (38)

n = 1

where

_ ZJ‘L - {fikan .. L Of(x)sm( L . (39)

Similarly, if the gradient of H is known, the coefficients will be given by

2 . it

an = -’-33—tJ:g(x)sm(£l—3§)dx (40)

In the above equations, for purposes of generality, we have used L to represent the nondi-

mensional length of the domain. This is different from the physical length I; used in

CHAPTER I. It is obvious that f(é) or g(é) should be known to obtain the solution

H(§, 1]) to the enthalpy field. Since we consider the heat flux at the surface as our princi-

pal unknown, we shall use the Dirichlet problem.

The excess enthalpy function H is related to the primary variables as

H = t + y03 + yF - l . The boundary condition f(fi) can be obtained only by solving the

non-linear mass fraction and temperature fields. Since theoretical solutions are not avail-

able, numerical results must be used to obtain f(1;). By theoretical considerations it is

clear that the function f(E) is dependent on stoichiometry, Damkohler number (or the

pre-exponential factor), Zeldovich number and the enthalpy ratio. The form of f(é) for a
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symmetric flame (q) = 1) from a numerical solution is shown in Figure 37 for fixed val-

ues of the Damkohler number (or the pre—exponential factor), enthalpy ratio or , and Zel-

dovich number [3 , since these are the only four non-dimensional parameters. As can be

seen in this figure, for a symmetric flame, the function f(t) can be approximated very

closelyas

H1: 0) = HSufi—“5): fit) (41)

where Hc is the amplitude of f(é) , which will depend on theparameters introduced into

the non-linear reactivity term. When equation (41) is substituted into equation (39), the

solution for the H field is obtained as

H = Hcsin(1%)e-%. (42)

The comparision between the above equation (42) and the numerical result is shown in

Figure 38. We note that the approximation is very good. The maximum error is within 4

percent. However, equation (42) is as accurate as the boundary condition. The heat flux to

the cold wall is given by

 

=BH
_ (43)

=0 all n:

q

  

= 8111,

When equation (42) is substituted into the above equation, the expression for the heat flux

to the cold wall is,

q = —ZHCsinCt—é). (44)

The comparision between equation (44) and the numerical value of the heat flux is shown
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in Figure 39. The error in the approximation is plotted in Figure 40. We can see that the

maximum error about four percent.

For an unsymmetric flame, however, the functional form of f(é) is complicated (see

Figure 41). It was found from the numerical results that f(é) could be expressed in gen-

eral as a function of two unknowns. These are Hc and a characteristic length 5 , which are

both functions of the parameters or, [3, Da and Zf in the reactivity term. Physically s is

the distance from the origin to the minimum of f(E_,). Thus H(E,,O) = f(E,) can be

approximately expressed as,

Hcsin E; O<§<s

(23) i (45)

rt(§—23+L)
3Hcsin( 2(L-s) )s<§<L3 

  

The agreement between this approximation and the numerical result is shown in Figure

41. We see that it is an excellent prescription. When this f(§) is substituted into equation

(39), the solution H(E, n) can be expressed an infinite summation,

_ 0° 83 nns :2 _ (L—s')2 ‘ri—P . n_1t_§

H 7 2 nH‘°°S( L XLZ—(zns)2 Lz—(2n(L-s))2)e 5111(L )’ (46)
n=l

 

The above series is convergent as n —> oo , since

. 32 _ (L—s)2 _ 4

"lgnmniLZ—ansfl LZ—(2n(L—s))2) ' 0‘ ( 7)

  

The comparison between equation (46) and the numerical result is shown in Figure 42.

For the symmetric flame, s = 0. Using equation (46) the expression for the heat flux to

the fuel becomes
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.. 8n2 (nits 32 (L—s)2 ). (nnfi)
= ——H cos — srn — . 48

q 21 L ‘ L XLz—(zns)2 12-1211(1._1))2 L ( )

This series is also convergent, since

. 2 32 _ (L’S)2 =

1111—1311." (LZ—(zns)2 LZ-(2n(L-s))2) 0' (49)

  

Obviously, Hc and 5 should be known to calculate the heat flux completely. The agree-

ment between the symmetric heat flux and the flux calculated using the numerical code is

shown in Figure 39. The error in the approximation as seen from Figure 40 is less than ten

percent. Since the expression for the heat flux is exact, the error is mainly in the approxi-

mation to the distribution of H at the surface. To visualize the form of the heat flux, equa-

tion (48) is plotted for fictitious values of Hc and s in Figure 45. In this figure the value of

Hc was kept constant while the value of s was varied. From the figure we can see that the

maximum flux transferred to the fuel surface depends upon s , which is the location of the

maximum of f(é). The dependance of Hc and s on the four basic parameters will be

examined in the next section using the numerical code developed by B. Ramadan. This

will enable to us to understand the dependance of the heat flux on the four parameters

or, B,Da and Zf.

4.5 Hc Dependence

The minimum value of H(fi, 1]) in the entire domain is represented by H6. Since

H(1;, 1]) satisfies the Laplace equation, the minimum value should occur on the boundary.
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The dependence of H on the four parameters occurs because of the boundary condition at

n = 0 , where it is coupled to the non-linear temperature and mass fraction fields. These

parameters occur in the Arrhenius reaction rate term. However, five parameters occur in

the reaction term, namely the enthalpy ratio or , the normalized activation energy or Zel-

dovich number B , the stoichiometry (1) or Zf , the Damkohler number Da, and the pre-

exponential factor P. Four of these parameters can be related by means of a single rela-

tion,

0,, = Pe‘B’“. (50)

Thus, there are four independent parameters, which can be used to determine HC and s. For

our convenience, we shall choose these four parameters to be or , B, (p and P. Next, we

shall analyze the dependence of HC on these four parameters with the assistance of the

numerical code.

Parameter or = 1 - T0/Tf is essentially the enthalpy ratio. It varies over a fairly nar-

row range. In most practical situations, we can neglect the dependence of Hc on 0t. For

examining the dependence of Hc and s on or , we shall keep the other parameters constant

and vary or from a minimum value of 0.7 to a maximum value of 0.8. In our numerical

code, the net effect of changing the value of or alone is a change in the value of the pre-

exponential factor. To remove this variation, the Damkohler number was also varied in

such a manner that the variation in the pre-exponential factor is offset and the only param-

eter that changes is or. In each case the value of Hc is calculated. The dependence of Hc

on or is shown in Figure 46. This relationship can be approximated by a linear relationship
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of the form Hc 2 act + b. We refer the reader to Table 5 for values of a and b.

The normalized activation energy B usually varies from 6-10. Figure 47 shows the

variation in He with B. In our numerical experiment, the other parameters were kept con-

stant (this includes changing the value of Da to keep the pre-exponential factor constant)

and the value of B was varied from a minimum value of 7 to a maximum value of 9. In this

range the relationship can also be approximated linearly as seen from Table 5.

The dependence of Hc on (1) is shown in Figure 48. For performing this test, the value

of p was varied from a minimum value of 0.6 to a maximum value of 5 while the other

parameters were kept constant. Difficulties with the convergence of the numerical code

forced us to exclude the highly nonsymmetric configurations that result when 4) takes very

low and very high values. In the range considered this relationship is best approximated by

a logarithmic relationship shown in Table 5.

The variation of Hc with D0 is shown in Figure 49. Keeping the other parameters

constant, the value of Da was varied from a minimum of 8000 to a maximum of 20000.

The relationship be approximated as shown in Table 5 . Our tests reveal that this relation-

ship is valid even when values of Da outside this range are considered.

Thus we have analyzed the dependence of Hc on the four parameters separately. It is

possible to write a single expression that includes the dependence on all the four parame-

ters as follows:
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are
11.101.13.110.)=H.(ao,130.¢0.D,0)+(——a‘O—jra mowg—1360")” B11) (51)

8H 3H
+1%610(¢‘¢°’+1injffl’1Deo)

The values of 010, B0, (po, and D00 have to be chosen in such a way that the intercept

HC(010, B0, 1110, D00) is the same when we consider each of these separately. Our calcula-

tions show that one possible combination of the reference values would result in the fol-

lowing equation for the dependence of Hc on the four parameters:

HC = —O.406+0.19(B—7.86)-1.27(or-O.8)—2.21 x 10-3(J13;-./17338) . (52)

 

 

- 0.08(¢ - 4.83)

Table 5 Hc Dependence

Hc vs or Hc = —1.27a+0.61

HC vs B HC = O.19B—l.9

 

Hc vs Da H -2.2x 10-3712-0115

 

Hc vs 4) HC — 0.081n1p — 0.28      

4.6 s Dependence

As explained above, s is the distance from the origin to the plane at which the mini-

mum of f(i) occurs. The location of this plane has some physical significance. At the

exit plane the coupling function H is related to the other variables by the relation
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H = yo + yF — 1 since 1: = 0. Differentiating this with respect to § gives

dH _ dyo dyp _ df
_ _ _ __ _. _ 53

d: d§ 1‘ dg d§ ( )

From the coupling function Z, we obtain

dZ _ dyp dyo
(¢+1)2E - ¢-dE-7§_ (54)

When the exact solution for Z is substituted in the above equation,

d d
lf_lg__(¢+1) (55)
(IE, (IE.~ L

Solving equations (53) and (55) for dyF/dé and dyO/d§ , we get

dfd _

fi _ di _ l (56)
dfi 1+¢ L

1Yo (1) df 1 (57)

33:131—1d—é4’i

At§ = s,thevalueofH = Hc anddH/d§ O . Thus the gradients of the fuel and oxi-

dizer mass fractions become (dyF/d§)§=s -1/L, and (ebb/(15):“ = l/L. The

value of the gradient at g = s is thus equal to the gradients that would result if the flow is

frozen. bus the axi um eat ux cur at a oint where the adients f the fuel

oxidizer mass fraction bggme equal to the frozen flow values. The gradients are also

equal in magnitude. The numerical simulations also indicate that when § = s , the values

of the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions are almost equal.

The value of 3 increases as the flame moves away from the symmetric configuration.

While the exact dependance of s on the parameters will be the subject of our analysis, we
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note an interesting behavior with regard to the reactivity contours. Our numerical simula-

tions show that as the flame moves away from the center, one of the arcs of the triple flame

becomes more pronounced than the other.

Our objective is to analyze the dependence of s on the four basic parameters. This was

done using the numerical code. The parameters were varied within the ranges specified in

section 4.5. Unlike HC , s varies linearly with all the four parameters in the range consid-

ered. But we can expect a logarithmic dependence of s on 111 if the values of (1) close to

zero were considered. This is shown in Figure 54, where the variation of s with (p is plot-

ted with the expected trendline assuming that s approaches zero as 11) approaches zero.

The difficulty in obtaining numerical convergence for very low values of 11) forced us to

adopt a linear relationship in the range considered. The curve-fit equations are shown in

Table 6.

Table 6 Dependence of s on the four parameters

 

 

 

 

s vs 01 s = 0.4a + 0.78

s vs B s = -0.07 B +1.64

8 vs Da 5 = 3e-06 Da +1.05

5 vs 11) s = 0.056 111 + 0.95     
We can also write a single expression relating s to the four basic parameters as follows.

SW 13 9 Da) = 3(ao,Bo:¢o: Dao)+(as)0(0" 0‘0)"'(éa9"'13%(B 130) (58)

c.111- 11110-0>
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Similar to the expression for Hc we can determine the reference values 010 , B0 , (p0 and

D,lo such that the intercept has the same value when each parameter is considered sepa-

rately. One such combination of the reference values results in the following equation:

5 = 1.1+0.4(61—0.s)—0.07(p—7.7)+ 3 x 10‘6(Da— 16666.7) (59)

+ 0.056(4) — 2.68).

While some equations form a good approximation even outside the range considered, it

must be emphasized that the above equations, in general, are accurate only in the range

indicated.

4.7 Conclusion

In this chapter we have analyzed a flame spread model with the objective of calculat-

ing the heat flux distribution to the solid fuel beneath the flame tip. Towards this objective

a simple model problem has been formulated and the excess enthalpy field has been solved

exactly. Our analysis shows that we can approximate the heat flux to the solid fuel by

means of an infinite summation with the help of two parameters that depend on the

enthalpy ratio, the normalized activation energy, the Damktihler number (or the pre-expo-

nential factor) and the stoichiometry. Approximate expressions that correlate this depen-

dence have been given. Our expression for heat flux shows that the magnitude of heat flux

also depends on the location of maximum of f(E) . The larger is the value of s , the greater

is the heat flux. The complete solution for the excess enthalpy field is also presented.
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Figure 32 - Infinite and finite heat flux
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Figure 33 - Mathematical model of flame spread in physical variables
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Gas-phase

y0 —¢

L8 y1: = "1 am

I 1 + (D

(0 )+fi2-(O):2 .2)L1° 1 = (s+u(n>>a—§<°)— (a

 

 

   

   

. .

—8 -1 +8

a _ 53 _ 5 9.0 = 0
g(y01yp)_0 - 0 —3(y0,yp)333 — 05 an 33:0

(21+ (23%)“:0 —_0 (am3%)“; — ("I =M(yF—9))333=0

an 3

' y = 0 —+QaG =MA
1 Oln=0 1 an an =0

' (r = o = IV)“ = 0

v1 : v2 v3

L3(o) = 0

a 1. 3233 32,
Pa—gr 1-(3—21 )+'a?( ))

Solid-phase

Figure 34 - Mathematical model in normalized variables
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Q11 = o
E Buns”

VZH = o

H=o§ §H=o

‘11

0 § +Li

F f

H=f(§)

ay_
3; - 8(5) 

Figure 36 - Model for the excess enthalpy field
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Figure 40 - Error in the approximation to the heat flux vs x
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Figure 41 - Excess enthalpy distribution at the exit plane when (I) = 5
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Figure 42 - Excess enthalpy contours when 4) = 5
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Figure 43 - Heat flux distribution when 4) = 5
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Figure 45 - Heat flux for fictitious values of ‘s’
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IHcl vs beta
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s vs Damkohler number
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CHAPTER V

Conclusions

The features of diffusion flame behavior near cold chemically inert surfaces, with

emphasis on the structure of triple flames, were examined using a model problem that per-

mits two dimensional effects near the flame tip. In Chapter 1, the generic features were

studied. The stoichiometric PF tip postulate was analyzed in Chapter 2, while the heat flux

distribution in the cold wall was examined in Chapter 3.

The generic features of triple flames were studied using a model problem formulated

in Chapter 1.

The analysis shows the existence of three distinct regions: the mixing region, the triple

flame region and the diffusion flame region. The mass fraction profiles show unique

characteristics in each of these three regions.

The influence of the various parameters in the model on the solution contours was

examined. In particular the parameter or influences the maximum of the reactivity

contour while B and D0 also influence the location of the flame. The flow parameter

Pe influences the mass fraction profiles and results in a characteristic ‘onion’ or a

‘heart’ shape. Pe also influences the location of the quench point through the

Damkohler number. The divider thickness influences the quench radius and also the

maximum of the reactivity field.

Some differential relations that are valid when the excess enthalpy field is identically

zero throughout the field were presented. These served as a check on the numerical
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code and are also useful as generic results.

0 The negativity of the excess enthalpy field near the cold wall was examined both from

the physical and theoretical stand point. An exact solution to the excess enthalpy field

is also presented. .

° The validity of the postulate relating the mass fraction contours to the shape of the tri-

ple flame is examined. From our analysis, we conclude that mass fraction contours

may not form a good approximation for the weak PF are for high 4) values.

Many researchers have postulated the existence of stoichiometric PF tips with a veloc-

ity equal to that of a propagating PF. The validity of this postulate was examined. Our

results show that the self-normal propagation velocity appears to be a useful concept only

for lifted flames. The actual behavior and response for attached flame structures can be

complicated.

In Chapter 4 the heat flux signatures to the cold wall were examined. From our knowl-

edge of the excess enthalpy distribution on the cold wall, an exact solution was presented

for both symmetric and unsymmetric flames. This solution in general depends on two

parameters which are functions of the four basic parameters in the problem. An approxi-

mate expression for this dependence was stated.
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